
The Difference Between Rattle and Settling 

 

   

If strung all together, consider the days we lose 

pausing, flat gazed, in stasis. Imagine all of 

the gaps between action linked like empty freight  

cars, a preponderance of moments spent pondering  

things no longer relevant—like the tea cup  

on a glass shelf, empty but for a film of dust, 

locked in a curio cabinet in the far back 

of an antique store, perhaps a rattle 

against the saucer when the train rolls by 

on Sunday, shaking the stillness, a slow swirl  

of motes stirred to motion, then the settling. 

 

And on that train, a woman who is rushing away, 

yet still in that world, lost in a thought of one day   

at the ocean when she was twenty. How she shuddered when  

he first kissed her there, as when the liquor he offered  

burned a ribbon of warm down her core, her heart a-flutter 

like an elixir to the worry of being alone.  

Her fingers had pressed white moons into  

his reddened back and neck, but they faded 

like the stars diluted into dawn, and slowly  

he would pale, then vanish altogether.  

For one full summer she drank him in,  

 



wore his clothes, tangled her limbs in his sheets, adored  

the landscape of his mystery.  She can no longer  

recall his face. Pieces, yes: the close to perfect  

lips she traced with hers. She had thought love  

eternal, but all is now reduced to just a replay of  

one day, over and over, like the looped  

background in a cartoon from childhood.  

The fast train filled with slow contemplation  

on what we’ve accepted without pause, blurred  

scenes of what we’ll never know rushing  

past us, a still life. Yes. Still,  

 

there is that stranger who saw you from the crossing,  

to whom you were a shadow in a window 

that passed with a clatter, and that was that.  

This is how life clears the tracks. We shift  

in our seat and make do with comforters,  

remnants stitched like half prayers half uttered.  

Resolution and clarity gained by sinking impurities.  

A loose floorboard that lifts a creak, a groan 

to stir the sound of the living into someone’s dream.  

The rest that comes after all has been lost. The last cough  

deep in the chest that rocks the bones before sleep. 
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